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Shockley and Queisser, in their seminal paper
[1]

, not only formulated the conversion efficiency ηsc of 

single junction solar cells in the detailed-balance limit (S-Q limit), but also calculated the effects of finite 

external luminescence quantum yield (yext) less than 100%. Calculated results of the solar cell efficiency ηsc 

for various values of yext are often compared with reported record efficiencies of various solar cells
 [2]

. 

Recently, Miller and coworkers
 [3]

 pointed out that the approach to the S-Q limit needs a high value of the 

external yield yext, which then needs an extremely high internal luminescence quantum yield (yint) and 

bottom-surface reflectivity R. They also analyzed the sensitivities of ηsc on yint and R. 
 

In this work, we theoretically analyzed the efficiency ηsc of double-junction tandem solar cells for the 

optimized band gap energies (Eg1 and Eg2) including their dependence on the internal yields (yint1 and yint2) 

of the top and bottom sub-cells. As the internal yields decrease from 1, the calculated ηsc first decreases 

drastically for high internal yields, and relatively slowly for low internal yields, as shown in Fig. 1 (a-c). 

The optimal bandgap energies Eg1 and Eg2, shown in Fig. 1 (d, e), increase in a very similar way. When yint1 

and yint2 are both less than 0.9, their effects on ηsc are symmetric. When at least one of yint1 and yint2 is 

greater than 0.9, however, their effects on ηsc are asymmetric: The ηsc is more sensitive to yint2 of bottom cell 

than yint1 of top cell. When the yint1 and yint2 are both less than 0.3, there exists a linear logarithmic relation 

betweenηsc and the geometric mean yint*=(yint1 yint2)
0.5

, as shown in Fig. 1 (b).  
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Figure 1 (a, d, e) The ηsc (%), the optimal Eg1, Eg2 as a function of the two internal yields (yint1 and yint2). (b, c) The change 

tendency of ηsc with yint* in the follow conditions: c1 is yint1=yint2; c2 is yint1=0.5 and yint2=0.5; c3 is yint1=0.9 and yint2=0.9; c4 

is yint1=1; c5 is yint2=1, respectively. Reflectivity of 0 and 1 was assumed for the top and bottom surfaces. Optical thickness 

αl=5 was assumed for both of the top and bottom sub cells.  
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